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Records Matching, the task of merging two or more databases in absence of a unique
identier, is a challenging problem. In this paper, we generate records containing Chinese
name,age and occupation with their realistic characteristics ,such as frequency distribution.
Subsequently, we create duplicate records by modifying the original records and give them
the same id referring back to their original records in order to allow the calculation of
matching rate which can explore the performance of the model. Due to the dierences
between English records and Chinese records in computing the records distance, we dene
our own edit distance for data pre-processing. Then we argue that the assumption of
independence in the matching statuses of record pairs is unreasonable and instead target
a bipartite matching between the two datales as our parameter of interest, choose the
prior distribution of the parameter we interest to derive a variety of point estimators using
dierent loss functions. Finally, we describe Gibbs sampling algorithm for simulating the
posterior distribution and evaluate our approach to Chinese record linkage using a variety
of scenarios. To focus on the performance with our model, we compute the measures of
precision and recall and conclude that the implementation of our approach works well.
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第 一 章 引言

































































































































第 二 章 中文记录与其扰动记录的生成


















































普查得到的人口年龄分布频率表（见附录），我们将年龄划分为7 个阶段0 到14 岁，15
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